Irish Stew

Choreographed by: Lois Lightfoot (UK) February 2005. Styled for Cloggers by Cheryl Hurlburt
Choreographed to: 'Irish Stew' (125 bpm) by Sham Rock from 'Sham Rock - The Album'
32-count intro – start on vocals.

**Side Switches, Clap Twice, Heel Switches Forward, Clap Twice.**
Touch Toe to side, step beside, Touch Toe to side, step beside, Touch Toe to side, step beside, Clap, Clap

```
R | R | L | L | R | R
& | 1 | & | 2 | & | 3 & 4
```

Touch Heel (f), Step beside, Touch Heel (f), Step beside, Touch Heel (f), Step beside, Clap, Clap

```
L | L | R | R | L | L
& | 5 | & | 6 | & | 7 & 8
```

**Single Basic Forward, Rock Recover, Single Basic In Place, Step Pivot 1/2 Turn**

```
DS | RS | Rock | Recover | DS | RS | Step, 1/2 Left Step
R | LR | L | R | RL | R | L
&a1 &a2 3 4 &a5 &a6 7 8
```

**Cross Rock, Recover, Single Basic Right, Cross Rock, Recover, Single Basic Left**

```
Step (xif) Step (in place) | DS | RS | Step (xif) Step (in place) | DS | RS
R | L | R | LR | L | R | L | RL
1 &a2 &a3 &a4 5 6 &a7 &a8
```

**Toe Touches, Single Basic, Toe Touches, Single Basic 1/4 Turn Left.**

```
DT (xif) Heel DT (out) Heel | DS | RS | DT (xif) Heel DT (out) Heel | DS (1/4 left) | RS
R | L | R | L | R | LR | L | R | L | RL
&a 1 &a 2 &a3 &a4 &a 5 &a 6 &a7 &a8
```